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Best open source cloud-storage services [2]

Worried about storing your private files with data-hungry tech giants such as Google and
Microsoft? Here are three open source alternatives

New Open-Source Software SHARPy Launched [3]

The Aeroelastics Research Group has launched an open-source software tool ? SHARPy
The tool offers dynamic simulation for everything from wind turbines to solar-powered
aircraft.
SHARPy (which stands for Simulation of High-Aspect Ratio aeroplanes in Python) is a
dynamic aeroelasticity simulation package. It offers structural, aerodynamic and coupled
aeroelastic/flight dynamics analysis, and has particular application for low-speed and very
flexible aircraft, and for wind turbines.

Iowa Caucus App Fiasco Shows Need for Open Source Transparency [4]

The Iowa caucuses were thrown into disarray as reports surfaced an opaque app used to
tabulate the results and report them to Democratic Party officials was reporting only part of the
required data. Although the app had been developed to improve efficiency in communicating
the final caucus tallies, it ended up causing significant delays. According to security experts,
the incident served to highlight the risks of relying on digital systems and the centralization of

information, and a lack of transparency regarding these systems.

How to Vet the Engineering Chops of Your Software Vendors [5]

After witnessing the debacle in Iowa, campaign decision-makers across the country are
wondering just how good is the engineering behind the software they purchase for their
campaigns? And for good reason: the stakes couldn?t be higher.

SD Times Open-Source Project of the Week: OWASP SAMM [6]

The Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) has announced version 2 of the
Software Assurance Maturity Model (SAMM). SAMM is an open-source framework that
enables teams and developers to assess, formulate and implement better security strategies that
can be integrated into the software development life cycle.

Austin Alexander Burridge of Rosemount Compares Open-Source and Proprietary Software Security[7]

When open-source software developers are made aware of a specific security vulnerability or
bug in their software products, they often publish the vulnerability to the community. If there's
a developer who wants to offer a fix, he can build one and publish it as a particular version. If
there's no funding to develop an upgrade, an IT professional is still aware of the problem so
that he can create a custom workaround for his company's unique system until an updated
version of the software becomes available.

Robust security crucial for adoption of open source [8]

New Delhi [India], Feb 11 (ANI/NewsVoir): While speaking at the inaugural session of the
"3rd Open Source Summit 2020" recently in New Delhi, Vivek Banzal, Director (CFA),
Bharat Sachar Nigam Limited (BSNL) said that it is a challenge to keep pace with the
technology, more so when security of data has to be quite robust.
[...]
"The Government of India has encouraged the adoption of this technology in the Digital India
initiative and this has further encouraged the CIO's of enterprises and other government
organizations to make a move towards Open source technology. The rise of digital

transformation in India has pushed the adoption of open source both by enterprises and
government," said Sunil Kumar, Deputy Director-General, National Informatics Centre (NIC),
while commenting on the adoption of Open source by the Government to India.

Leaders share how agencies bring agility into application development [9]

Additionally, tapping into open source development communities allows them to overcome
some of chronic IT skills gaps many agencies continue to face.
[...]
Open source is being used both in civilian and defense agencies. Even though open source
code is used for unclassified applications, it does not mean it?s unsecure, assures Michael
Kanaan, co-chair of artificial intelligence and machine learning for the U.S. Air Force.

The Top 13 Free and Open Source RPA Tools [10]

Searching for Robotic Process Automation (RPA) software can be a daunting (and expensive)
process, one that requires long hours of research and deep pockets. The most popular RPA
tools often provide more than what?s necessary for non-enterprise organizations, with
advanced functionality relevant to only the most technically savvy users. Thankfully, there are
a number of free and open source RPA tools out there. Some of these solutions are offered by
vendors looking to eventually sell you on their enterprise product, and others are maintained
and operated by a community of developers looking to democratize robotic process
automation.
In this article, we will examine free and open source RPA tools, first by providing a brief
overview of what to expect and also with short blurbs of the options currently available in the
space. This is the most complete and up-to-date directory on the web.

The Two Faces of Open Source: ECT News Roundtable, Episode 5 [11]

The open source software movement has evolved dramatically over the past two decades.
Many businesses that once considered open source a threat now recognize its value.
On the other hand, in spite of increased enthusiasm among enterprises, consumer interest by
and large has not materialized.
With large companies increasingly embracing open source, what does it mean to be a part of
the free and open source software, or FOSS, "community"?

Pimcore?s free, open source digital experience platform - a rock tossed into the CX pond?[12]

The retail and eCommerce landscapes have changed dramatically over the past decade as
customer experience has risen to the forefront of enterprise marketing priorities. Marketers
have turned their focus away from price as the key driver of sales to their ability to deliver the
most convenient, streamlined and personalized experiences across channels whether online, instore, or on mobile phones.
[...]
Their solution Pimcore, introduced in 2013, is a free open source software platform for
managing digital data and customer experiences for any channel, device, or industry.

Chef Serves Up Partner Program to Push Open DevOps Model [13]

Aims to help channel sell 100% open-source portfolio

Chef Introduces New Global Partner Program Purpose-Built for 100 Percent Open Source Software[14]

Chef, the leader in DevOps, today announced a new channel program specifically designed to
ensure that partners and customers are able to take maximum advantage of Chef?s 100 percent
open source business model. The Chef Partner Program (CPP) creates three tiers of partners -Principal, Senior and Junior -- with the highest benefits and incentives applied to those who
drive the strongest results for themselves and their mutual enterprise customers using Chef
Enterprise Automation Stack.

CableLabs, Altran team to take open source to the edge [15]

Altran and CableLabs have teamed up on "Project Adrenaline," an open source initiative that
aims to help the cable industry build and manage edge networks and smooth the path for apps
that can run on them.
And while Adrenaline is initially focused on cable, the broader aim is to apply the resulting
open source platform to multiple industries while still staying aligned with Kubernetes.

Building even more of LibreOffice with Meson, now with graphics [16]

Note that this contains only the main deliverables, i.e. the shared libraries and executables.
Unit tests and the like are not converted apart from a few sample tests.
It was mentioned in an earlier blog post that platform abstraction layers are the trickiest ones
to build. This turns out to be the case here also. LO has at least three such frameworks
(depending on how you count them). SAL is the very basic layer, UNO is a component model
used to, for example, expose functionality to Java. Finally VCL is the GUI toolkit abstraction
layer. Now that we have the GUI toolkit and its GTK plugin built we can build a VCL sample
application and launch it. It looks like this:

XSS vulnerability patched in TinyMCE [17]

A security update has been released for the popular open source text editor TinyMCE after a
researcher discovered a a cross-site scripting (XSS) vulnerability impacting three of its
plugins.

Should You Opt For An Open-Source LMS [18] [Ed: The proprietary software LMS vendors badmouthing Free software as if
that means "no support" (which is exactly the opposite of what's true, the support of the lifeline of the developers)]

In the modern world, organizations are increasingly using learning management systems
(LMS) for corporate training. However, with the availability of both open-source LMS and
commercial LMS, choosing the more appropriate one for your organization can be challenging.
Although leading open-source industry pioneers such as Moodle has dominated eLearning
over the past few years, many organizations still prefer proprietary LMS over open-source
LMS. In this article, we have assessed both these options and jotted down the factors you must
consider before making a decision.

Open Source Community Responds to Rapid Adoption of Tech in Financial Services as FINOS Announces New Fintech
Members [19]

The companies include: EPAM Systems, Inc., a product development, digital platform
engineering, and digital and product design agency; NearForm, an open source solutions
design and delivery company; and CloudBees, a provider of DevOps solutions.

Finos welcomes new members [20]

Finos (Fintech Open Source Foundation), a nonprofit whose mission is to foster adoption of
open source, open standards, and collaborative software development practices in financial
services, today announces the addition of three established fintechs to its already growing
membership roster of prestigious financial institutions, technology companies and global
consultancies.

Open source licence series - Cockroach Labs: Scaling a sustainable open source business model[21]

Big cloud vendors have preyed upon open source R&D by providing open source software
(OSS) software as-a-service to edge out small competitors. Combine that with the platform
benefits of economies of scale and greater opportunities for integration? and you can see how
the big cloud providers can drown open source startups.
That said, companies eclipsing growth-stage and legacy companies looking to store missioncritical data in the cloud are becoming wary of big vendors not investing in their R&D.

Open source licence series - OpenStack Foundation: Protecting open source freedoms [22]

Reduced to its essence, free and open source software is defining a set of freedoms, encoded
into software licences.
The Open Source Initiative (OSI) maintains an open source definition and a list of compatible
licences, with the double goal of guaranteeing those essential freedoms and rights? and
facilitating adoption by limiting licence proliferation.

Open source energy modelling tool shows how to decarbonise Australia [23]

The future of Australia?s energy mix has spawned innumerable heated arguments over how to
balance secure electricity supply with economic and environmental needs, prompting energy
consultants ITP to launch an open source modelling tool to settle arguments and provide
clarity.
Inspired by similar open source models in Europe and North America, ITP launched the
openCEM model as a free, transparent tool to cut through the complexity of Australia?s
energy mix and how it can securely transition away from carbon.
?ITP felt, as many have felt, that public discussions around renewables were fraught with
many assumptions and made with few facts and little expertise,? ITP strategy group manager
Oliver Woldring said.
[..]

Once openCEM is being used widely by policy makers and investors across Australia, ITP and
ThoughtWorks aims to engage other markets across APAC and further afield, about creating
tools to model uptakes of renewables into the grids of other countries.

Self-driving car dataset missing labels for pedestrians, cyclists [24]

A popular self-driving car dataset for training machine-learning systems ? one that?s used by
thousands of students to build an open-source self-driving car ? contains critical errors and
omissions, including missing labels for hundreds of images of bicyclists and pedestrians.
Machine learning models are only as good as the data on which they?re trained. But when
researchers at Roboflow, a firm that writes boilerplate computer vision code, hand-checked the
15,000 images in Udacity Dataset 2, they found problems with 4,986 ? that?s 33% ? of those
images.

New Project Eyes an Open Platform for Data From mHealth Wearables [25]

A Massachusetts-based partnership aims to create a common workplace for healthcare
providers and researchers using mHealth sensors in wearables and other devices.
The Open Wearables Initiative (OWEAR), launched last September by Nextbridge Health,
Shimmer Research and Dr. Vincent van Hees, announced that it is now ?actively soliciting?
open-source software and datasets from wearable sensors and other connected health
technologies. The group wants to create a platform from which researchers and care providers
can share digital health source codes and algorithms.

Monash Uni, Red Cross & Red Crescent team up on open-source video program [26]

Monash University?s Faculty of Information Technology (IT), the International Federation of
Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies (IFRC) have announced that they have developed an
innovative approach to empower communities around the world through development of a
special video program.
According to a joint statement from Monash, the Red Cross and Red Crescent some of the
world?s most isolated and remote communities will now have the ability to share their stories
and raise public awareness of the local issues they?re facing ?through a unique open-source
video program developed by Monash?.
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